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8 Days Zhangjiajie/ Grand Canyon 

/Phoenix Town/Changsha Tour               
(ZJCS8)       
( Direct Flight by SilkAir to Changsha or China Southern ; Stay at Local 5* Hotels** )                                  

      
                     *CHANGSHA*CHANGDE*ZHANGJIAJIE*PHOENIX ANCIENT TOWN* GRAND CANYON *    

   

Highlights : Phoenix Ancient Town,  Old Yard,  Yuanjiajie, Mt.Tianzi, Golden Whip Stream, Ten-Mil e Art Gallery, Xibu 
Street,  Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon . 
 

Hotels :  Stay at Local 5* Hotels*.  
 
DAY 1 Singapore – Changsha  ( Via Guangzhou Or Hong  Kong )                    (Dinner) 
Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport and fly to  Changsha  . Upon arrival, we proceed to hotel. 
 
DAY 2 Changsha – Changde – Phoenix Ancient Town       (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 
After breakfast, drive to Changde . Upon arrival, visit Poetry Wall  and picturesque Willow Lake  Garden.  Poetry Wall is a 3 
kilometer long anti-flood dyke alongside the Yuanjiang River. It is engraved with poems, handwriting and painting and thus 
is listed as the longest wall with engraved arts in Guinness Record. Thereafter, travel to the Fenghuang (Phoenix) 
Ancient Town , “the most beautiful ancient city in China”. Located besides the Tuojiang Riverside, Fenghuang is hemmed 
in by rolling mountains and watered by a smoothly flowing river with rows of traditional wooden houses built on stilts. 
Towers and bridges abound everywhere and the river teems with life.  
 
DAY 3 Phoenix Ancient Town – Zhangjiajie – Tujia Fo lk Garden  (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner)   
This morning transfer to Zhangjiajie and visit Tujia Folk Garden to admire the natural landscapes and cultural relics found 
here.Thereafter proceed to Junsheng Sandstone Painting Museum . Appreciate sandstone paintings merged with 
Chinese and Western art.  
 
DAY 4  Zhangjiajie –Yuanjiajie (Bailong Elevator)  / Mt.Tianzi (Cable car)  (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinne r) 
After  breakfast, to Yuanjiajie  which is a naturally-formed platform mountain, surrounded by high summits and divided by 
deep valleys, grab the chance to try Bailong Elevator up, the highest and heaviest outdoor elevator in the world. The 
foremost attractions in this area include: Mihuntai Stage , and the First  Bridge in the world. After that Mt. Tianzi Nature 
Reserve by cableways down . 
Note: Due to unexpected maintenance or weather variations , irresistible causes, the Mt Tianzi cable car desc enting 
will be changed to Bailong Elevator or Yangjiajie c able car for descenting. The sequence of elevator o r cable car 
will be subject to the arrangement by the local chi na agency. 
 
DAY 5  Zhangjiajie – Golden Whip Stream – Ten-Mile Art Gallery (Electro-Mobile Transportation Included ) / Xibu 
Street (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner)  
After breakfast, Continue to Zhangjiajie National Forest Park . Venture through the forest park and continued to Golden 
Whip Stream which offers captivating scenes of rugged cliffs and undulating hills. Continue the sightseeing at the Ten-Mile 
Art Gallery (Electro-mobile transportation included ), which has karst formations of different shapes and sizes, 
stretching over some 10 miles and forming a natural art corridor. After that proceed to Xibu Street  is the only set of swim-
up bar street, the Chinese special snacks Street, Western folk boutique shopping street, leisure inn, Creative Workshop as 
one of the tourist complex commercial pedestrian street. 
 
DAY 6  Zhangjiajie –  Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon / Old Yard       (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner)                                                                                     
This morning proceed to Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon , which is outside Zhangjiajie National Park. Zhangjiajie Grand 
Canyon is as exquisite as clear water and the majesty of great mountains.Near the entrance, find a deep valley with 
cutting-edge cliffs and a hill-path which cuts through a narrow crevice that leads vertically to the bottom of the valley. The 
pristine water, verdant mountains, steep cliffs and its serene valley mark the place as a wonderland. It attracts tourists with 
its magnificence, rareness and beauty. Next, proceed to visit  Zhangjiajie and visit Old Yard throughout western and the 
country survived,the best preserved old house Tujia,called living fossils Tujia buildings, known as ‘’Earth home to a house.’’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 7 Zhangjiajie / Changsha  (B/L/D) 
This morning, coach to Changsha . Upon arrival, proceed to Tianxin Pavilion . In the evening, Huangxing Road 
Commercial walking street  awaits shoppers.  
 
DAY 8: Changsha / Singapore (B/L) 
This morning, visit the Changsha Jiandu Museum . Next, proceed to Yuelu Mountain . It is located in the western suburbs 
of Changsha and is one of seventu-two mountains in the Heng Mountain Area.  See Aiwan Pavilion  which was built in 
1792 during the Qing Dynasty. The beauty of this spot, with its blossoming peach trees, graceful willows, and flowing 
streams has attracted many poets and artists. After that visit Hunan Embroidery – San Xiang Si Yuan  where you can see 
precious embroidery collection and great workmanship of Hunan Embroidery ( Xiangxiu ) . Thereafter, transfer to airport for 
the flight back to Singapore. ( Note:  Jiandu Museum is closed on Tuesday, It will be changed to Taiping Ancient Street 
instead ) 
  
Shopping Spots: Gems, Foot Reflexology, Silk, Tea, Photography 
 
 

Compulsory Additional Tour :  
Zhangjiajie: Baofeng lake ( Include Cruises ) +  Xi ang Xi Songs & Dance Show 
 ( RMB 600 / Per Adult ; RMB 300 / Per Child, below 1.2m ) will be paid in China 
*Note: If due to weather condition, or other unforeseen circumstances, Xiang Xi Songs & Dance Show may be 
replaced with Others  Show . 
 
 
1. The sequence of the tour program may be re-arranged by local tour operators where and when deemed 
necessary. 
2. Tours are conducted in Mandarin. A bilingual (Mandarin/English) guide will be provided upon request. 
3. Tipping for local guide and driver total is RMB200/pax ( 8 Days x RMB25) will be paid in China 
4. If there are any discrepancies in information between the English and Chinese itineraries, please refer to the 
Chinese version 
5. Surcharge for European and American passport holders. 
  
       


